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Krech Ojard is continually working to expand our service
areas and experience. Our varied project experience set
creates opportunities in other emerging markets and also
into unique established markets that have developing needs
for more advanced engineering services or advanced time
requirements for completion of work. These situations are
made for Krech Ojard professionals.
If you have not found examples of your field of interest on our
site please contact us. We would be happy to discuss how we
may assist you with your engineering needs.
ZOOLOGICAL PARKS
Krech Ojard works with zoological parks, gardens,
menageries, or zoos, on animal enclosures and environments.
These unique containment systems need to echo nature
and therefore demand unique structural building elements
and materials. Water features are often included in these
structures, as well high tensil suspension wire systems. Our
varied structural engineering and space design experience
is applicable to the construction and life cycle of such
structures, as well as benefitting the enclosed animals by
making it possible for these environments to be more natural.
TELECOMMUNICATION TOWERS
Structural engineers work with the telecommunications
industr y and consult for the design of structural connections
for many of the cellular voice and data towers being installed
on tall structures in recent years. These add-on towers and
connections take the brunt force of weather and are t ypically
required to maintain minimal footprints on, and interferences
to, the existing structures to which they are attached.
UNDERWATER
This is a major field of interest for Krech Ojard engineers,
utilizing underwater divers and diver-engineers, structural
specialists, and a host of state of the art tools such as sector
scan sonar, GPS, ROV units, and more to perform forensic
level investigations of existing underwater structures and
environments that yield useful information for our clients.
From underwater surveys and assessments, to design and
rehabilitation, and even underwater object locationing,
the Krech Ojard Marine Group has it covered. We call it
engineering from the bottom up.
L ARGE SCALE EQUIPMENT
Krech Ojard’s mechanical and structural engineers are
especially adept at working with large scale transshipment
and mining machines and equipment. Whether it’s gantr y
cranes or conveyor shiploaders at a port, or earth diggers
and large scale earth and material movers at a mine, Krech
Ojard’s engineers are up to the task.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS TOWER

OLMSTED DAM
Olmsted, Illinois

Krech Ojard provided construction support engineering,
design and modeling to Washington Group/Alberici for
the Olmsted Dam project. Services have been implemented
on a variet y of projects, including SolidWorks modeling
and placement, drawing development of SBS-1 reinforcing
steel, embedded metals
shop drawings for SBS1, SBS-2, and SS-1,
Cell ‘A’ deconstruction,
sheet
pile
handling
systems, and on-site
staffing
for
internal
WGA project support.

LAKE COUNTY HIGHWAY
MAINTENANCE BUILDING
FIRE SUPPORT

DULUTH SEAWAY
PORT AUTHORITY

ZOOLOGICAL
EXPERINCE

Duluth, Minnesota

Various Locations

Krech Ojard was hired by the Duluth Seaway Port Authorit y to
inspect and recondition these t wo Whirley “model 28” 90–ton
cranes. The massive cranes are used for loading and unloading
of Great Lake ships and Sea “Salties” ships for the Port.
Also part of this project, KO’s Graphic Designers handled the
redesigned port logos installed on the back of the cabs of these
t wo oversized cranes that are visible from throughout the harbor.

Krech Ojard & Associates, Inc. (KOA) has experience working in
the zoological sector with design firms and specialty construction
companies that service zoological facilities and parks. KOA designs
innovative solutions to benefit the needs of animals, the viewing public,
and zoo staff. Zoo facility expansion projects with unique structures
and themes are made for KOA professionals – as they are a source
of challenging work KOA professionals enjoy. Zoological projects
have unique needs for value engineering while providing safe, flexible
solutions. KOA’s varied structural engineering and design experience
allows for the opportunity to provide a customized design with a
focus on construction costs and while maintaining aesthetics, visitor
experience, and most importantly, the animal inhabitant’s environment.

Two Harbors, Minnesota

Krech Ojard provided t wo phases of engineering consulting
related to damages arising from a fire incident in the Lake Count y
Highway Maintenance Building in Two Harbors, Minnesota. For
Phase I, Lake Count y was seeking an independent professional
engineering assessment of the insurers report and findings. Krech
Ojard engineers reviewed initial reports with Lake Count y and
proceeded with Phase II, an independent structural and forensic
assessment of the facilit y and damages, and also later provided
guidance on demolition strategies.

BENTLEYVILLE TREE STRUCTURE
Duluth, Minnesota

Krech Ojard & Associates has been involved with
Bentley ville since 2009 when Nathan Bentley moved
his massive lighting display from his home to Bayfront
Festival Park in Duluth, Minnesota. KOA assisted Mr.
Bentley to design the Cookie House, the Polar Popcorn
Hut, the Marshmallow Hut, the Christmas Store and
the Bentley ville Information Building. These temporar y
buildings were designed using existing steel shipping
containers that have been modified to meet the needs
of Bentley ville.
In 2010, Mr. Bentley approached Krech Ojard to
design a Christmas Tree for Bentley ville. The structural
engineers designed the centerpiece Christmas Tree of
the lighting display. The 128 foot tree with a 36 foot
base is made out of 17 tons of iron. The structure is
anchored in 24 yards of concrete in three foot wide
by nine foot deep footings. The tree boasts 50,000
LED lights, an eight foot ball with 28 three foot spikes
topping the tree.
The Bentley ville lighting display attracts over 200,000
visitors during the holiday season.
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Krech Ojard engineers, utilizing underwater divers and diverengineers, structural specialists, and a host of state of the art tools
such as sector scan sonar, GPS, ROV units, and more to perform
forensic level investigations of existing underwater structures and
environments that yield useful information for our clients. From
underwater surveys and assessments, to design and rehabilitation,
and even underwater object locationing, the Krech Ojard Marine
Group has it covered. We call it engineering from the bottom up.

Structural engineers work with the telecommunications industr y
and consult for the design of structural connections for many of the
cellular voice and data towers being installed on tall structures in
recent years. These add-on towers and connections take the brunt
force of weather and are t ypically required to maintain minimal
footprints on, and interferences to, the existing structures to which
they are attached.

3D MODELING
Various Locations

Krech Ojard has the abilit y to create 3D modeling of the
a project. This allows the design to center around existing
equipment and space and helped to recognize problem areas
before construction begins. Working with plant operations and
maintenance personnel, existing plant drawings, and extensive
field work, a design can be developed that will allow greater
productivit y and the new larger equipment to be placed with
improved access for maintenance within the confines of existing
structures.
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